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ABOUT WEBSERIES
1. The organizing committee of Rolda Web Fest will receive series productions developed for the
web and mobile devices. The participant must submit the production by Filmfreway.com
2. The webseries that want to participate will have as deadline the date set in our web page and our
Filmfreway.com page.
3. National and international webseries can participate, no matter gender or subject. They must have
at least three produced chapters.
4. Webseries with discrimination or explicit sexual content won’t be accepted.
5. The selection criterion is based in technical quality of the series and producers’ creativity.
6. The official language of Rolda Web Fest is Spanish. The webseries whose original language is not
Spanish must be subtitled.
7. The representative about whom the moral and hereditary rights lay must be over 18.
8. No members of Rolda Web Fest can participate in the fest.
9. The selected series should have an official poster which must be sent once you are notified.

ABOUT SHORT FILMS
1. The organizing committee of Rolda Web Fest will receive short films or youtuber videos no matter
its format. The participant must submit the production by Filmfreway.com
2. The short films that want to participate will have as deadline the date set in our web page and our
Filmfreway.com page.
3. National and international short films can participate, no matter gender or subject.
4. Short films with discrimination or explicit sexual content won’t be accepted.
5. The selection criterion is based in technical quality of the short film producers.
6. The official language of Rolda Web Fest is Spanish. The short films whose original language is not
Spanish must be subtitled.
7. The representative about whom the moral and hereditary rights lay must be over 18.
8. No members of Rolda Web Fest can participate in the fest.
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9. The selected runners up short films should have an official poster which must be sent once you are
notified.
THE ROLDA WEB FEST WILL HAVE TWO STAGES:
1. Inscriptions and official selection: After check all the productions a minimum of 3 webseries and
short films will be chosen per category.
2. Winners selection: The judge determines the winner webseries or short films in each category and
will be made public on July 29th in the award show of Rolda Web Fest.

PRIVACY POLICY
When sending your productions to Rolda Web Fest, you confirm that you have the rights of every
audio and video available in the webserie or short film. The Rolda Web Fest won’t take responsibility
for claims that can emerge due to failure of sender so as not to get suitably the rights of shown
material.
Anyone who participate undertake to keep Rolda Web Fest, its employees, directors and
representatives, free of claims and any kind of action in connection with a loss or failure that happen
during the event.
By taking part in the Rolda Web Fest, you and your team give us the right of using the name, logo
and content of your webserie short film for the presentation of prices, reels and promotional material
of the fest.
Rolda Web Fest reserves the right to modify the guidelines, selection criterion, prices and activities if
necessary.
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